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RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
AS INFORMATION TAKES
CENTRE STAGE
IMPLEMENTING EFFECTIVE STRATCOM IS A NECESSITY FOR THE
ALLIANCE'S HEALTH AND THE SECURITY OF NATO'S NATIONS.

T

HIS IS A REMARKABLE

By Mark Laity
Chief of Strategic Communications
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE)

time to be involved in Strategic
Communications (StratCom). Ever
since Russian Federation put its
forces into Ukraine, StratCom has
been central to the NATO debate about how
to best respond. In confronting hybrid warfare, effective StratCom is fundamental to how
we do business. So, this is a time of opportunity for StratCom. I would go further and say
implementing effective StratCom is a necessity
for the Alliance's health and the security of
NATO's nations.
However, it is also a time of challenge.
For, although everyone's talking StratCom we
are still arguing too much about it. Everyone
knows they want it, but what is it they want?

Looking back on eight years of StratCom in
NATO, I am torn between satisfaction at progress, and frustration at the distance still to go.
Perhaps the communicators' conference we
held in Split last autumn best illustrates this.
The first StratCom conference was held in
2008, with 38 attendees, rising in succeeding
years to 130+ in Riga in 2013. Then in 2014, for
the very first time, all of the communication
disciplines, Public Affairs (PA), Psychological
Operations (PsyOps), Information Operations (Info Ops) came together with StratCom
to hold their annual conferences and working groups in the same place and week. Never
before had all the communication disciplines
done this — and the attendance was over 220.
So, a clear success, but also cause for re-
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yet. The price for me is that our response to
the Russian challenge fell short in 2014 and we
are still playing catch-up in what will be a long
game of existential importance to our Alliance
in the years ahead.

In the beginning

flection. Within the communication community, it was considered a real achievement to
get the whole community to the same conference. The response of outsiders was different.
They were impressed by the numbers, but their
attitude to being together was, "Of course, why
wouldn't you?"
And both views are right — getting all of
our communicators at the same conference was
simultaneously both a real achievement and
an action of the blindingly obvious. It basically
symbolises the problem and the prospects.
In 2007, when SHAPE created a StratCom cell,
I saw many communicators who talked about
coordination, but who in practice were keener
to emphasise differences rather than similarities, and regarded coordination as a matter of
choice on their terms, rather than obligation.
That is changing and the direction of travel towards a more cohesive community is clear, but
it has taken a long time and we are not there

In answering the question of what is StratCom
then I will go back to the start for SHAPE and
NATO, which was March 2007, when I was ordered to create the first StratCom cell within
NATO. Having formerly been the first civilian
Chief PAO at SHAPE, I had just returned from
a tour as NATO Spokesman in Kabul and Media
Adviser to Commander of ISAF. As with Russia
now, there was a clear sense within SHAPE and
NATO that something was badly wrong with
our communications, and that we should be
doing far better against the Taliban information
campaign. It was Robert Gates, the then U.S.
Defense Secretary who summed this up saying,
"Are we organized properly... when we're being
out-communicated by a guy in a cave?"
So, StratCom has always been, in part, a
response to failure. I have always felt that the
dismissive or critical response of some communicators towards StratCom has always had
an edge of complacency or arrogance. Our
leadership has been telling us for a long time to
sort ourselves out, and we have to ask ourselves
whether we have yet done that.
Of course that does not mean our leaderships are free from criticism themselves! Nor
should we pretend that StratCom is more than
it is. From Sun Tzu, through to Napoleon saying, "four hostile newspapers are more to be
feared than a thousand bayonets," the power of
communication has been both understood and
used. So, if Sun Tzu and Napoleon were across
the issue, what's new?

evaluate and revise tactics, strategies, training,
organisation, and doctrines.
Enduring principles still remain valid —
but we need to understand the new landscape
and then apply them in a fresh and appropriate
way. StratCom is a fresh way of applying some
enduring principles to what we can justifiably
call the Information Age. Getting our communication right has never been more important.
This is what our leaderships felt, along
with the sense that we needed to do better.
Within NATO, and more specifically at SHAPE,
those first steps were to create a small StratCom
cell, made up of myself and two staff officers.
My fairly basic instructions, unwritten, from the
then Chief of Staff, were to pull things together
and make our communications more strategic.

ISAF points the way
As noted earlier, it was the Afghan conflict that
really sparked the growth of StratCom within
NATO. This reflects the way that change is often driven by crisis.
For instance the information challenges
of the Kosovo conflict produced reform within
NATO HQ's media operation, but the scale of
the challenge from ISAF was much larger.
Indeed, my appointment in 2006 by the
NATO Secretary General as civilian Spokesman
in Kabul had been a response to our failures
in linking the information effort at both civil/
military and strategic/tactical level. When I returned from that first tour, the sense of crisis was

PUT SIMPLY, while information has always
mattered, we are now in the Information Age,
where the power of information itself has become transformational and revolutionary.
Where once information was a part of the mix,
it is now — as General Gerasimov, Chief of the
Russian Armed Forces, has noted — increasingly dominant. It forces us to significantly re-
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Left: General Philip Breedlove, Supreme Allied
Commander Europe, answering questions from
journalists following a press conference, 22 May
2014. Photograph by NATO.

A workshop during the
StratCom Conference, 2014.
Photograph by Henry Plimack.

even greater. In Kosovo, we had not lost a single
soldier in combat, but in Afghanistan we were
losing scores of soldiers and killing hundreds of
Taliban as normal business. Even more, there
was a growing realisation that winning was not
inevitable or quick, and our enemies used information as one of their strongest weapons.

ACO 95-2
In that light, creating the StratCom cell at
SHAPE may have been modest in numbers, but
it was more radical in intent as it was specific
recognition that in the communication field
just doing more of the same was not enough.
So, although modest in resources, it was
greater in ambition. That was how we took it

and after delays caused by my second Afghan
tour, we produced SACEUR's first directive
on StratCom, ACO 95-2, in 2008. It looks less
radical now than then, but it was forwardleaning for the time and set the tone for what
has followed.
What we realised early on was that
there was too little consensus amongst the
communicators to produce a forward-leaning
policy all the nations could agree upon.
For, while most communicators supported
StratCom in some form, others really disliked
it and would defend their individual specialism
by blocking forward movement. As the old
saying goes, "a convoy moves at the speed of the
slowest ship" and our fear was that some ships
might simply drop anchor. We
therefore resolved (and supported
by the SHAPE Command Group)
to lead rather than wait or follow.
The first to respond was NATO
HQ itself. There had been some
scepticism within the Public
Diplomacy Division on the
need for a StratCom policy, but
it was soon clear that NATO's
Permanent
Representatives
wanted a StratCom policy, and
the result was NATO's StratCom
Policy of 2009. I was told later that
without ACO 95-2 coming first

then, there would have been no NATO StratCom
policy, an early justification for pushing forward
from below. The NATO StratCom policy
also illustrates the difficulties of getting an
ambitious policy at the level of 28 nations, as
in my view it is rather bland and cautious. I am
sure a 2015 StratCom policy would be more
expansive, but as NATO veterans know, it is
hard enough making policy, but once made,
it can be even harder to change. ACO 95-2,
as a directive, is more flexible and adaptable
and is now on its third version. Each is more
ambitious than the previous, and all responded
to experience and feedback from the user. The
NATO policy's key value is its definition. Not
only did it clearly state all the information and
communication disciplines came under the
StratCom umbrella, but the ending showed
StratCom is more than informing. Thus,
StratCom was defined as the "(...) coordinated
and appropriate use of NATO communications
activities and capabilities (...) in support of
Alliance policies, operations and activities,
and in order to advance NATO's aims."
At the time, there had been a strong
lobby against adding the ending in favour of
stating StratCom was purely a coordinating
instrument without highlighting the purpose
of that coordination. It reflected the age-old
debate about inform vs. influence. By defining
StratCom as advancing NATO's aims, the
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North Atlantic Council (NAC) clearly signalled
StratCom was not just about information, but
about achieving an effect.

Creating the community
Right from the start, we focused on creating a
community of interest. Policy and directives
covering StratCom are recent and limited. It
meant we needed to learn from practice and
share problems and thinking. Many of those in
StratCom posts also had limited training or experience. That meant providing mentorship and
mutual support. I should also add that while I
am a career communicator with decades of experience it was not always one-way traffic. In
particular, operational level headquarters deploying to Afghanistan were faced with a formidable communications adversary and problems
critical to mission success. The criticality and
immediacy of the challenge made many communicators open-minded and innovative.
Military history is full of examples of wartime exigencies sweeping aside established
peacetime practice and doctrine, and I think
ISAF exposed that our overall communication
policies, doctrines and practices were no longer fit for purpose. It has meant some of the
best thinking about StratCom has been at the
operational level. It certainly led the way on
re-assessing how communicators organised

themselves. Within ISAF, Vice Admiral Greg
Smith became their first Director of Communications, combining all of the information
disciplines into one directorate. Variations on
that theme have continued into the current
Resolute Support mission.
Returning Corps have also in some cases
adapted their structures, with the 1 German/
Netherlands Corps creating a Communication
and Engagement Division, an initiative that has
been picked up by other Corps as well. Communications staff in ISAF also led the way in
other initiatives such as practically incorporating narrative into processes and procedures.
ISAF's needs were also the catalyst for SHAPE's
development of StratCom Frameworks; now
the standard means of providing overarching
guidance throughout the chain of command.
So, we have gained enormously from the
operational level staff, and the annual
operational workshop has proved consistently
helpful in setting the agenda for evolving
StratCom within ACO. In the same way, the
annual conferences have played a key role
in creating that essential communicators'
community of interest. But, there was a
further community of interest we needed to
create — not the practitioners, but the users.
From the start, we tried to generate what we
called the "StratCom mindset" across the

whole headquarters. Ultimately, what marks
out StratCom from being just a trendy new
name for business as usual is the emphasis
on making the "Information Line of Effort"
part of everything and involving everyone.
As ACO 95-2 says, "ensuring information
and communication aspects are placed at
the heart of all levels of policy, planning and
implementation, and fully integrated in the
overall effort."
This has been one of StratCom's biggest
successes. At SHAPE HQ the demand for StratCom involvement is routine and intense, and in
other headquarters the interest in StratCom has
steadily risen as demands from commanders
grow. But persuading our leaderships of StratCom's value brings its own problems. For StratCom is still evolving and much remains to be
done — so can we rise to the challenge?
OUR LEADERSHIPS want more, and they
want it now, because the hybrid warfare
conducted by Russia is happening now, just
as groups like ISIS are also demonstrating
their skill with information campaigns. But
is the demand exceeding the capability? If the
communication community cannot deliver,
we risk disillusionment from the customer,
and while more resources are part of the
answer, we must also make the best of what we
already have.
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The author briefing at conference "Strategic Communications Challenges and Opportunities and Response to Disinformation in the
Context of Hybrid War" in Kyiv, Ukraine, from 24 to 26 November 2014. Photograph by StratCom CoE.

NATO Wales Summit: The NATO Declaration underlines the commitment to
enhancing Strategic Communications. Photograph by Crown, Arron Hoare.

The way ahead
It won't be easy, but at least the desire is there
and many key elements are aligning. For instance, as previously noted, when StratCom
was launched, internal frictions within the
communications community tended to drive
us apart. What we see now is an ever-strengthening trend towards combining our efforts.
That has brought more flexibility, imagination
and open-mindedness. Not long ago some still
argued against PA and PsyOps being in the
same room and, on occasion, some staff from
individual information disciplines refused to
speak or take emails from StratCom. Such attitudes now look not just unprofessional and
ineffective, but also absurd.
It will be no surprise to most that I am
an advocate of grouping our communicators.
At the theatre strategic and operational levels,
HQs like ISAF (with its Communication Directorate) and Corps such as 1 German/Netherlands Corps, (with its Communication and
Engagement Division), created these groupings
in direct response to operational necessity and
experience. At the national level, we have, for instance, seen the British creating such groupings
at both the operational and strategic level.

Now, the Russians have shown that the kind of
information threat posed by the Taliban to ISAF
can be elevated to the Grand Strategic Level
using the full resources of the state. In these
circumstances, I believe pulling communicators into a grouping can produce critical mass.
It would enable a more effective integration in
delivering effects, while our greater combined
numbers will give us more influence, opening
up opportunities for growth in numbers and
seniority and a better career path. At the same
time, I believe key principles — such as PAs having direct access to commanders for PA issues
— can still be respected. Separate we are too
small; together we can start fulfilling our potential. To do that we obviously need more than
improving our level of togetherness.
The Russians give us some lessons.
It is too easy to over-focus on their lies and
deceptions and to overlook other factors in
their effectiveness. They apply resources;
are professional and well-trained, able to
build upon a body of experience; their info
campaign is sustained, operationalized and
fully integrated into their overall strategy;
they understand the impact of narrative,
culture and psychology; they have done their

Target Audience Analysis (TAA); they have a
coherent doctrine and policy; and have clearly
carefully assessed and responded to the new
information age.
So, we need more and better training
both for practitioners and to give our
"customers" an "instruction manual", and with
the Strategic Training Plan (STP) initiative
this is developing. But it is not enough to
train. We must also build up experience and
professionalism. The cadre of experienced
StratCom professionals is still dismayingly
small, as new staff arrive, do one tour, and move
on never to return. StratCom has benefitted
from outside fresh thinking, but the perpetual
rotation of so many inexperienced staff would
be unacceptable elsewhere in NATO.
The training also needs to take in studying
such topics as narrative, culture and behavioural
psychology as well as the techniques of the new
information era. Carrying out information
campaigns requires understanding our
audiences and current training is too limited,
just as appreciating and using the power of
information also needs an understanding of
ethics. We also need more people, as the more
StratCom is appreciated, the more is asked of us.
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CASE STUDY
BMD as a political, rather
than military, tool
Excerpted from NATO Review Magazine
By Bilyana Lilly

NATO StratCom
Conference, 2014.

Photograph by Henry
Plimack.

The demand greatly exceeds capacity, something
exacerbated by the lack of staff experience noted
above. Even managing the demand for exercise
support is almost impossible.
THIS HIGHLIGHTS the responsibility of nations to supply those resources. The NATO
Wales Summit Declaration emphasises the
commitment to enhancing StratCom, and
while we can improve the effectiveness of existing resources it is not enough on its own.
Looking at the Russians, what we know about
their military information effort shows they are
devoting significant resources and this ignores
the hundreds of millions of Euros being spent
on state media such as RT and Sputnik, which
are effectively civilian PsyOps organisations.
We also need to move forward on policy
and doctrine. As noted above, in the early
days this could have just led to conflict at a
stalemate, but as StratCom has evolved, it is
time to move towards a shared understanding
as nations develop their capabilities. This is
now in prospect with a new MC policy on
StratCom to be developed, and we also have
the new StratCom Centre of Excellence (CoE)
in Riga to help.

The launch of the new CoE, although
young, will be a key element for future progress
in many areas. All this means we have cause
for optimism in putting information at the
centre of policy, planning and implementation.
The desire and the need are there, and many of
the elements to produce the response are also
there. Yes, we need help from outside, but as
I also look out to our community I see a will,
an enthusiasm and a growing unity of purpose.
Now is our time. 
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Last December, while we busied ourselves with holiday preparations, Russia's
President Vladimir Putin found time to sign
an updated version of Russia's military
doctrine. Despite this, the logic behind one
of Russia's classic grievances against the
West — the deployment of Ballistic Missile
Defence (BMD) in Europe — has remained
largely unexplained. Russia's 2014 military
doctrine lists BMD as Moscow's fourth
external military danger. Since the United
States officially announced the deployment
of BMD in Europe in 2004, Russia has
persistently referred to the project, run by
NATO, as a demonstration of anti-Russian
intent. Why after 10 years, does this issue
still get such high ranking?
Moscow's confrontational position on
missile defence has proven politically expedient for a Russian government that has
built its legitimacy on the necessity to defend Russia from external enemies. Now,
when Russia is entering a full-fledged economic crisis that could affect the political
allegiances of the Russian population, the
Kremlin needs to revive the issue of BMD
— a welcome enemy that contributes to
the justification for government survival.
Russia's objections seem more logical
when examining the domestic utility of
hostile rhetoric towards missile defence
in Europe. Describing NATO's missile
defence as a threat to Russia feeds into
the currently-promoted narrative. This
paints the West as an aggressive force,
which aims to change Russia's regime
and negate its nuclear deterrent, which
Moscow regards as the ultimate guarantee
of its sovereignty.
The strategy to portray BMD as a threat
to the Russian population seems effective.
The justification that Russia has to protect
itself from the external threat strengthens
the need to maintain a strong, centralised
government, endure economic woes, and
continue to invest in military modernisation. For all of these reasons, BMD has
become a political, rather than military tool
for distraction that helps to convince the
Russian population of the need to focus on
protecting the Russian state, rather than
their economic livelihoods.
The full article can be read at http://
www.nato.int/docu/review/2015/Alsoin-2015/Ballistic-Missile-Defence-Putin/
EN/index.htm
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"The new type of
warfare: A war of
words, agressive
propaganda and
misinformation
— war was never
declared."

